Applied with ß > 0, it gives a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a possibly infinite invariant measure (Theorem 7, 5.1). It also gives a construction for an invariant measure when there is one ; but, remarkably, this construction does not consist merely in integrating the ^-average. Instead, the finiteness of thê -average is used to show that a quite different limiting process now gives the desired measure. The criteria and construction for the invariant measure are reasonably "effective", and the author hopes that they may even be practicable in some simple cases; the main difficulty in applying the theory is that the functions wn themselves are usually rather complicated. 0.2. In more detail, we proceed as follows. In §1, we introduce the notions of "density sequence" and "density average", and derive some of their basic properties. After recalling ( §2) some well-known criteria for invariant measures, we deal with the case of a finite invariant measure in §3. In §4, after disposing of the dissipative case, we prove (Theorem 4, 4.8) that our main condition for the existence of an invariant measure is necessary; this we derive from a criterion for a function/ to be "invariantly a-summable" (that is, summable on each member of a sequence of invariant sets whose union is X) which may be of independent interest (Theorem 3, 4.4). The proof of sufficiency is postponed while we consider some results which follow from the methods used to prove necessity. One such result (4.5) is a sharpening of the usual ergodic theorem: under the usual hypotheses, the (C, 1) limit of the sequence {/(Tnx)} is "stable" in the sense that it is not affected by the deletion of any subsequence of its terms for which the w's have asymptotic density 0. Another (4.6) gives a formula for the density averages of the sequence {/(Fnx)} under certain conditions (principally that F be measure-preserving and ergodic). In the remainder of §4 we discuss the limiting behavior of the density function of the sequence {cun(x)} (Theorems 5, 6).
The converse of Theorem 4-that the necessary condition for the existence of an invariant measure is also sufficient-is proved in §5 (Theorem 7). Finally, in §6 we first restate some sample results so as to free them from the assumption m(X) < co (Theorem 8), and then apply Theorem 7 to show that (roughly speaking) a direct sum of measure spaces with invariant summands admits an invariant measure if and only if almost all the summands do.
I am greatly indebted to Y. Ito for a major simplification of the proof of sufficiency (Theorem 7). His ingenious improvement of my original construction made it unnecessary to proceed (at considerable length) from a special case to the general one. I am also grateful to A. H. Stone for many helpful discussions; in particular, the treatment of density sequences in §1 has benefitted from his suggestions. 0.3. Notation. A measure space (X, 3$, m) is usually denoted by (X, m), or sometimes X for short; the measure is always assumed ofinite, and we usually suppose (for simplicity, and without loss of generality) that the field 36 of measurable sets contains all subsets of null sets. A " nonsingular measurable transformation" F of the measure space (X, m) is a 1-1 mapping of X onto X such that (for all A<^X)TA is measurable if and only if A is measurable, and null if and only if A is null. A subset A of X is "invariant" under F provided that TA = A. Clearly every null set is contained in an invariant null set, and we reserve the right to discard invariant null sets without further notice.
Functions on X are understood to be real-valued, unless the contrary is stated. A function /is "summable" (with respect to m) on X provided Jx |/| dm<co. Given a nonsingular measurable transformation T of (X, m), the Radon-Nikodym derivatives w^x) (z'=0, ±1, ±2,...) are defined a.e. so that j fCTx^x) dm(x) = J f(x) dm(x) whenever/is summable or nonnegative; of course ei>0 = l, and we write cox as w.
Jf denotes the set of nonnegative integers ; and we are interested in mn mainly for neJf.
We write lim supn^oe a>n(x) = co*(x), liminf^«, u>n(x) = ü>*(x). We adopt the usual conventions that a/0 = oo for a > 0 and a/oo = 0 for finite a, and the unusual ones that 0/0=0 and oo/oo = 1 ; however, Ooo is not defined.
To'avoid repetition, we assume the following "standing hypothesis" throughout, except where the contrary is stated :
T is a nonsingular measurable transformation of the measure space (X, m), and mX<oo.
1. Density sequences and averages. 1.1. Let £ = {Ç(n) | « eJi}, where ^F={0,1,2,...}, be a sequence of nonnegative numbers ; we shall be interested mainly in the case in which £(«) = con(x), x being a "general" point of X, but it is convenient to consider a more general situation(3). For each neJf and (finite) a, ß^.0, write " , _. _ number of z's e Jf such that i ^ « and £(/) ^ a n{a' W ~ number of z"s e JÍ such that i ^ « and ¿(i) ä ß (with the conventions 0/0 = 0, «/0=oo for «= 1, 2,..., as in §0.3). If limn^oe 8n(a, ß) exists (possibly infinite) for all a, ßtO, we denote this limit by 8(a, ß; £) or S(a, ß) for short, and say that £ is a density sequence, with relative density function 8.
It is easy to see that every monotone sequence £ is a density sequence; some other examples are mentioned later. 1.2. From now on, we assume that £ is a given density sequence (of nonnegative numbers). We have the following easily verified properties :
(1) 8(ß,a)=l/8(a,ß), unless |(«) < min {a, ß} for all neJf (in which case 8(j8,a) = 0 = S(a,/?)). (3) If 0 ^ a ^ a' and 0 ^ ß' ^ ß then S(a, ß) ^ S(a, ß') ^ 0.
(4) 8(a, a)= 1 unless $(n) < a for all ne Jf (in which case S(a, <x)=0).
(3) We could also consider sequences of arbitrary real numbers, but the restriction to nonnegative numbers simplifies matters somewhat and suffices for the applications here. A related (but different) type of sequence has been introduced by Sirikov [14] .
[January Of course, S(a, 0) is just the asymptotic density of the set of integers /' for which i(i)^a. In particular, (5) 8(a,0)Sl.
From (3), for each fixed ß^O, 8(a, ß) is a decreasing and hence measurable function of a. We define the "density average of f relative to ß" by:
(6) Aß = AB(t) = tfS(a,ß)da; thus OSAgSco, &nd in fact one easily sees (7) A^ßfor allß^O, unless C(n)=0for all nejV. It follows easily from (2) that (8) Av = 8(ß,y)Aß if 0<8(ß,y)<cc, and from (3) that (9) Aß is an increasing function of ß. 1.3. Further properties of As. We shall later need: (1) For every density sequence Ç, other than the zero sequence, f™ (l/Ae) dß = 0 or 1 ; 0 if A7 = co for all y>0, 1 otherwise^).
We may assume |(«0)>0 for some n^eJf, and that ^y<co for some y>0; because of 1.2(9) we may suppose y< Ç(n0). Then S(a, y)<oo for all a>0, because it is monotone in a and has a finite integral. Put è = sup {a | a^O, S(a, y)>0}; from 1.2(4), 0<yS¿>^oo. We readily check, from 1.2(2) and 1.2 (1) , that if 0<à, ß<b we have 8(a, ß) = 8(a, y)S(y, ß), where all these quantities are positive and finite ; but that ifO<a<fb<|S then S(a, ß) = co and 8(ß, a) = 0. (The only point requiring care is that 0/0 situations must be avoided, and this is why we make y < i(n0).) Thus Aß = ooifß>b, while if 0<ß<b we have (1.2(8))
A" = f 8(«, ß) da = 8(y, ß)Ay.
Hence r (i/Ae)dß = (ifAy) r s(ß,y)dß = i.
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Since the integral in (1) converges in either case, we have (2) For every density sequence £, other than the zero sequence, Aß is not (P(ß) when ß -> co.
It also follows that, even if limÄ_0+ ^^ = 0-which need not be the case-we cannot have Aß = ß(ß) for ß -> 0+ (compare 1.2(7)).
(3) If limn^"o £(ri) = 0 then Ç is a density sequence; and, unless £ is the zero sequence, 2o° f(«) converges if and only if Ay<co for some y>0; that is (from (I)) if and only iff™ (l/Aß) dß= 1.
It is easily verified that f is a density sequence ; moreover we have for a, ß > 0 that S(a, ß) = Sn(a, ß) for all large enough n, 2 {1 if £(0 ^ «, 0 otherwise} _ i_ I {1 if f(0 = ft ° otherwise}' _ i (4) The "zero sequence" is the one for which f(«) = 0 for all n e JÍ.
where both numerator and denominator are finite sums, and the denominator is nonzero if /S is small enough. Integrating, we get Aß = (l/c) 2¡ í(i) where c is the above denominator, and the result follows. We shall later generalize (3) considerably (Theorem 4, Corollary 2, 4.5).
(4) If 0<y40<oo, then 0<Ay<cc for all small enough positive y. For we must have 8(ß, 0)>0 for some ß>0 (else A0 = 0); and then, if 0<y<j8, we have that 1 ¿¡8(0, y)<oo and .4, = 8(0, y)A0 from 1.2 (8) . (The converse of (4) is false; A0 may be 0.)
Finally, by way of illustration, we remark that if the sequence f is uniformly distributed in [0, 1] then it is a density sequence, and Aß = 1/2(1 -j3) for0Sß< 1, oo for/SàL 1.4. A0 and (C, 1) limits. In this section it is convenient to consider a notion more general than that of a density sequence. We say that a sequence £ of nonnegative real numbers is a "weak density sequence" if it satisfies the requirements for a density sequence when ß = 0 ; that is, S(a, 0) = limn_ x 8n(a, 0) exists (perhaps infinite) for all a^0. Thus A0(t;) is still defined (by 1.2(6)). We clearly have:
(1) If two nonnegative sequences f, r¡ agree except on a set of integers of asymptotic density 0, and if i is a weak density sequence, then so is r¡ ; and they have the same density function S(a, 0), and consequently the same AQ.
Next we show : For, fixing a positive number k, put £"(/) = min {f(z'), &} (z e ^F). Note that £k is also a weak density sequence, and that 8(a, 0; ¿¡k) = 8(a, 0; Ç) if af^k, and is 0 if a>k. Now f(/)Ssf*(0» so
n-*co n-»oo by (2), = J" S(a, 0; £k) da = ¡k0 8(a, 0; £) da; and on making k -> oo we obtain (3).
It should be remarked that for unbounded sequences Ç, (2) fails in general, even when £ is a density sequence whose (C, 1) limit exists (for instance, put f(«) = 0 unless n = i2, and f (i2) = i). This is essentially because altering £ on a set of integers of asymptotic density 0 will not alter A0(¿¡), by (1) . We have, however, for an arbitrary weak density sequence |, the following observation of A. H. Stone:
(4) A0(Ç) is the smallest real number a with the following property: by altering £ on a set of integers of asymptotic density 0, we can obtain a sequence (of nonnegative numbers) with (C, 1) limit a.
In fact, if r] is obtained by such an alteration, we have by (1) that AQ({¡) = A0(r>), which £ a by (3) . On the other hand, we can obtain such an r¡ as follows. We may assume A0(g)^ao (otherwise put t] = {). For k-\, 2,..., write jrk = {n\neJfA(ri) = k}; then Jfk has asymptotic density 8(k, 0 ; £), and one readily verifies that this cannot exceed A0(^)fk. Define r¡k(ri) = i(ri) if ne Jf-Jfk, 0 if « £ Jfk; one checks that tf is also a weak density sequence, so that (by (2))
Choosing nx, n2,... to be a sufficiently rapidly increasing sequence, we define 7)(ri) = r¡k(ri) where k = k(ri) is determined so that nte<n^nk+x (and T¡(ri) = 0 if n-nx). Thus r¡(ri) is either |(n) or 0 ; we put Jt={n\ r¡(ri) / £(«)}. Since J^=> Jfx => J/~2 => ■ ■ ■, we have J(<^{0, 1,..., nk} u Jfk (k = l,2,...), from which it is easy to see that J( has asymptotic density 0. Also tj1^)^^2^)^ • • ■ (n eJf), so that if n^nk+x we have i)(ri)^r)k(n). Hence, if nk<n^nk+i, we have
ifnk is large enough. Combining this with (3), we have
We shall later see (3.9(4)) that when £(ri) = wn(x) there is equality in (3), and that moreover A0 for this sequence is closely related to the existence of a finite invariant measure (see Theorem 1, 3.1). This motivates the adoption of Aß, for ß>0, as a generalized averaging process which we shall see (Theorem 7, 5.1) is related to the existence of a possibly infinite invariant measure. Of course, if 0 < 8(ß, 0) < co, it follows from 1.2(1) and 1.2(8) that Aß = 8(0, ß)A0, so that Aß would give nothing new; but in the application §(/?, 0) will usually be 0 (see Theorem 6, 4.9).
1.5. Some density sequences of importance to us, and some of their properties, are provided by Theorems 1 and 2 of [13], which we now restate in a slightly extended form. The standing hypothesis (0.3) applies to both of them, except that we do not require m(X) to be finite. Theorem A. Suppose T is measure-preserving. Let f be a positive measurable real-valued function on X such that for all y ^ 0, m{x \ f(x) = y} < co. Then there exists an invariant null set N such that, for all x e X-N, the sequence i = {/(Fnx) | n e Jf} is a density sequence. Further, denoting 8(a, ß; f) by D(a, ß; x) (where xe X-N and a, /?;>0) we have that D is fully measurable^).
Theorem B. Suppose further that T is incompressible, and write F{x) = lim sup/(Fnx).
n-»oo Then F is measurable, invariant and positive on X-N; further, (i) ifxe X-N and 0<<x, ß<F(x), then 0<D(a, ß; x)<oo;
(ii) if x e X-N and a, ß^O, then D(a, ß; x) = D(a, ß; Tx), and each of the sets {n | n e Jf, /(Fnx)^ a} is either infinite or empty.
The main difference between the above theorems and the theorems in [13] is that in [13] the restriction was imposed that a~-ß. However, it is a routine matter (using 1.2(1)) to check that if the density D(a, ß; x) exists and has the above properties when a S ¿8^0, it also exists and has these properties when 0aa<ß.
We have made two other minor alterations : (a) the statement in Theorem A that D is fully measurable has been transferred from [13, Theorem 2] ; the hypothesis there that T is incompressible was not needed for this statement, as was pointed out in the proof of [13, Theorem 2]; (b) in [13] , the relative densities D(a, ß; x) were defined using the set of positive integers, rather than (as here) the nonnegative integers; of course, this makes no real difference.
For the sequence f={/(F'x) | i=0, 1, 2,...} arising here, we write Ae(£) as
Je(x); that is, JB(x) = f D(a, ß;x)da (for ß ^ 0 and x £ X-N).
Note that Js(Tx)=Jß(x), from Theorem B (ii).
1.6. Two further theorems of [13] concern a density sequence which will be even more important for us than the preceding one. We restate them here, slightly modified (in the same way as the two previous theorems were modified). We make the standing hypothesis, including the requirement that m(X) < co. (Note that F need not be measure-preserving, however.) Theorem C. There exists an invariant null set N such that, for all x e X-N. the sequence f = {con(x) \ n e Jf} is a density sequence. Further, denoting 8(a, ß; Ç) by d(a, ß; x) (where x e X-N and a, ß^O), we have that d is fully measurable. Theorem D. Suppose further that T is incompressible. Then üj* = lim supn^oe con is measurable and positive on X-N; further, (i) ifxe X-N and0<a, ß<co*(x), then 0<d(a, ß;x)<<x>;
(ii) if x e X-N and a, |S^0, then d(aw(x), ßco(x); x) = d(a, ß; Tx), and each of the sets {n\neAf, con(x)^ a} is either infinite or empty (6) .
For the sequence Ç={oen(x) | n e Jf} arising here, we write Aß(£) as Ie(x); that is, Iß(x)=jZ d(a, ß;x)da (where x e X-N and ß^O). Note that IB(x) is, for fixed x, an increasing function of ß (from 1.2 (9)). Again, from Theorem D (ii) we obtain :
(1) If Fis incompressible, Ißo)ix)(x) = to(x)Iß(Tx) a.e., for all |3^0; and by induction over n (using (2.1(1) below) one deduces from (1) that:
e., for all ß^O and «=1,2,..., a result which will be useful later.
1.7. The requirement, in Theorems B and D, that F be incompressible does not involve much loss of generality, because in any case we may express X (uniquely, to within null sets) as the union of disjoint invariant sets Xx, X2 such that T\XX is incompressible and T\X2 is purely dissipative. From Theorem D (i), cu*(^)>0 a.e. on Xx, and it is well known that 2-« oin(x)<co a.e. on X20; thus (1) Xx = {x\ co*(x)>0}, X2 = {x\ w*(x) = 0}. From this we deduce a fact which will be useful later : 2. Lemmas on invariant measures. 2.1. We collect here some well-known (and easily verified) results which will be useful to us. We make the standing hypothesis (though in fact most of the results do not need the finiteness of m). First we have (1) col + x(x) = coi(Tx)co(x) a.e. (i = 0, ±1, ±2,...).
From this, by an easy induction, (2) wn(x) = co(x)co(Tx)■■■co(Tn-*x) a.e.
(« = 0, 1, 2,...).
(6) In [13, Theorem 4] it was inadvertently stated that u>* is invariant under T; actually o>*(Tx) = w*(x)lo>(x) (see (2.2) below). In fact, the integral of this function is
<o*(x) = lim inf cun(x) < co a.e.
ÎI-» CO 2.2. We recall that all measures referred to are understood to be cr-finite and equivalent to m.
(1) If there exists an invariant measure p, and/denotes the Radon-Nikodym derivative dpfdm, then
(2) A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an invariant measure P is the existence of a measurable function f on X such that 0 </(x) < oo and f(x) =f(Tx)w(x) a.e. (8) .
For if p exists, (1) (with i= 1) provides such an/; conversely, if/exists, we put p(A)=¡Af(x) dm(x) for all measurable A<^X. For, in the notation of 1.7, we may restrict attention to Xx, since on X2 (where T is purely dissipative) there is trivially an invariant measure. Thus by 1.7(1) we may assume co*(x)>0 a.e. From 2.1(1) we obtain cu*(x) = cu*(Fx)cu(x), and the result follows from (2) .
Similarly, in view of 2.1(4), we have (4) If cuNt(x)>0 a.e., there exists a finite invariant measure(9).
3. Finite invariant measure. 3.1. As one would expect, the question of when there exists a finite invariant measure is much easier to answer than the more general question of the existence of a cr-finite one. Before stating the theorem, we need a definition. A measure P on X is invariantly o-finite if X is the union of measurable sets An (n= 1, 2,...), each invariant under F, and such that p(An) < oo.
3.2. Theorem 1. Under the standing hypothesis, the following statements are all mutually equivalent^0). Further, if these conditions hold, then l(x) = I0(x) a.e., and one finite invariant measure equivalent to m is given by: p(A)=jA l(x) dm(x)=jA I0(x) dm(x) (for all measurable A <= A')(11).
The pattern of proof is:
, and (a) -*■ (e) ->■ (a). Since many of these implications are essentially known, we merely sketch their proofs.
(a) -> (b)
. Assume (a); then Fis incompressible. Apply the Birkhoff ergodic theorem to the Radon-Nikodym derivative f=dm/dp (which is summable because mX<co); this gives (b), in view of 2.2(1) (applied to the reciprocal off).
3
. Then v is finite (2.1(3)), and (/) is satisfied (even with « > 0).
(f) -+■ (a)
. Assuming (f ), let H(x) denote the limit in (f), and put pA = ¡A H(x) dv(x); pis a finite invariant measure equivalent to m. Gk(x)= lim (¿^(T^/Wl), which exists finitely a.e. because p(Sk) < oo. Let Uk={x \ Gk(x)^0}, an invariant set; and put Wk = S"-Uk; we show that Wk is null.
(n) If <«»(*) >0 a.e., another equivalent finite invariant measure would be given by ¡a cu«(x) dm(x); but this is smaller than ¡j., in general.
In fact, consider Wk = (J {VWk \ i=0, ±1, ± 2,...}; because Uk is invariant and disjoint from Wk, it is disjoint from Wk also, and therefore Wk<=Wkn Sk. Thus M Wk) = p(Wk nSk) = f gkdp= f Gk dp = 0.
It follows that, disregarding null sets, we have Sk<^ Uk and thus X=(Jk Uk. For each x £ Jf, choose k=k(x) so that x e Uk: then lim if g*(F'x))/(n+l) > 0. From the ergodic theorem (applied to the /x-summable function ga), it follows that d(a/f(x), 0;x)dp(x) = ga(x) dp(x) = p(Sa), and together (1), (2), (3) prove that l(x) = I0(x) a.e.
[January In 3.4 we have implicitly checked that, by defining pA = $A l(x) dm(x), one obtains a finite invariant measure equivalent to m ; and the proof is complete.
3.9. Remarks and corollaries.
(1) The statements (a), (e), (f) of Theorem 1 remain equivalent even if the hypothesis that mX<co is dropped (of course m is to be a-finite). For they depend only on the equivalence class of m.
(2) In (c), ax is necessarily ^ to*(x) ; and if the assertion holds for one ax > 0, it also holds for every a'x such that 0 < a'x < co*(x) (from 1.7(2)).
(3) If (e) holds, then every (a-finite) invariant measure equivalent to m is invariantly a-finite.
For let v be any such measure; by Theorem 1 there is also a finite invariant measure p ; let g(x) = dv(x)/dp(x). Then g is invariant, because p and v are. Write Xn = {x | g(x) < «}; then X = yj {Xn\n = 1,2,...}, each Xn is invariant, and v(Xn) = jx g(x) dp(x)<np(Xn)<co.
(4) Whether or not there is an invariant measure,
For there is (modulo null sets) a largest invariant set Yx which admits an invariantly a-finite measure (equivalent to m) ; and Theorem 1 shows that there is a finite invariant measure on Yx, and that lim (co0(x)-\-\-<on(x))l(n+1) = I0(x) a.e. on Yx. (8) If there exists an invariant measure on X, equivalent to m and cr-finite (but not necessarily finite), then it is an easy consequence of the ergodic theorem and the finiteness of mX that lim,,,,,,, (üj0(x)H-\-oen(x))l(n+1) exists (and is finite) a.e. The converse seems to be unknown.
(9) For further properties equivalent to those in Theorem 1, see 4.10 below.
4. Invariant measure; necessary condition. 4.1. Our main goal in this section is Theorem 4 (4.7), giving a necessary condition for the existence of a possibly infinite (but cr-finite) invariant measure. Later (Theorem 7, 5.1) we shall prove the converse. As by-products of the methods used to prove Theorem 4, we also obtain some further results which, while not directly relevant, may be of independent interest. In particular, the notion of a "stable (C, 1) limit" (4.4) provides a sharpening of the usual ergodic theorem, and the behavior of d(a, ß; x) as a -*■ oo or 0 is determined (Theorems 5 and 6 (4.8, 4.9)). Remark. If we write A(x) = sup {cun(x) | n £ ^T}=max {a»n(x) | n s J*"} here, so that l^A(x)<oo, the proof of 1.3 (3) shows that 0<d(a, ß; x)<co whenever 0<a,ßáÀ(x), and that 0<Ie(x)<oo whenever 0<ß< A(x). Of course we have d(a, 0; x) = 0 here if a > 0 (compare Theorem 1, 3.2). Note that in any case Iß(x) > 0 a.e. if ß> 0(1.2(7)). 4.3. In the following theorem and corollaries we relax the standing hypothesis that the measure on X is finite, allowing it to be merely a-finite ; to emphasise this we denote it by p instead of m. Before stating the theorem, we need a definition. A real-valued function/ defined on an invariant subset U of X, will be said to be invariantly o-summable on U (with respect to F) provided U can be written as U {^n I n= 1, 2,...} where each Vn is invariant and/is summable on Vn. Given an arbitrary measurable real function/on X, it is easy to see that there exists (modulo null sets) a largest invariant set U (possibly empty) on which / is invariantly ff-summable. Theorem 3. If T is incompressible and measure-preserving, and f is a positive real-valued measurable function on X such that p{x |/(x)^a}<oo whenever a>0, then the largest invariant set U on which f is invariantly a-summable is, modulo null sets, precisely {x | Jß(x) < oo for some positive ß (depending on x)}. Further, we have limn^"o 2"=o/(Fix)/(«+ l)=J0(x)for almost all x e U(12).
Proof. We begin by deriving some formulae. Writing Sß = {x \f(x)^ß}, as usual, let S8 denote the "invariant closure" of Sß (i.e., the smallest invariant set, modulo null sets, containing Se). Since Fis incompressible, we have (as in [13,4.3]) :
(1) Sf = nU5""("+% ft»-1,2,...) n i
Keeping ß>0 fixed for the present, let V be any invariant subset of Ss. For arbitrary a>0, let g=characteristic function x(Stt n V), h = x($ß n V); note that both are summable, and that (from (1) it follows from [6, p. 160] that £ h(x)D(*, ß; x) dp(x) = £ g(x) dp(x); that is,
f D(a,ß;x)dp(x) = p(SanV).
JVnSß
Integrating with respect to a (and inverting the order of integration on the left), we obtain (3) f Jg(x) dp(x) = f" p(Sa nV)da= f f(x) dp(x).
Jvr\Sß JO JV Now we prove that, for almost all xeU, Jß(x)<oo for some ß=ß(x)>0. We have t/ = (J {£/" | « eJf} where Un is invariant and/is summable on Un. Fixing « and ß for the moment, put V-Sßr\ Un n {x \ Je(x) = oo}; this is invariant because Jß is (from Theorem B(ii), 1.5), and (3) above applies. The integral on the right is known to be finite ; hence so is the integral on the left, and we must have p(Vr\Sß) = 0. This works for all «, showing that Jß(x)<ao for almost all xe SgC\ U. But X= [J {SXjn | « = 1, 2,...} ; hence, for almost all x e U, we have Jim(x) < oo for some «, as required.
Conversely, write Vk = Sß n {x \ Ie(x)<k} where ß= 1/k (k = l, 2,...); because of the monotoneity of Sß and Js (1.2(9)) it will suffice to prove ijfc Ffcc U, and we do this by showing that/is summable on each Vk. In fact, (3) above applies to License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use V= Vk; now the integral on the left is ákp(Sß)< co, so the integral on the right is finite too, as required.
For the remaining assertion of the theorem, it will suffice to consider the sets Un (occurring above) separately; thus we may assume that/is summable on X. By the Birkhoff ergodic theorem, lim,,^«, 2?=0/(Ffx)/(n + l) exists (finitely) a.e.; we denote it by f(x). Also (Theorem A, 1.5) the sequence {/(F'x) [ /' £ Jf} is a density sequence, and 1.4(3) gives (4) f(x) ï J0(x) è 0 a.e.
On the invariant set {x | f(x) = 0} we therefore have equality in (4), so we may restrict attention to the complementary invariant set; that is, we may assume f(x)>0 for all x e X. By 3.9(1) and 3.9(3), the measure p is invariantly cr-finite; thus we may assume pX<co. We may therefore take ß = 0 and V= X in the reasoning leading to (3) above, which now gives $xJ0(x) dp(x)=¡xf(x) dp(x); but the latter integral is finite, and by the Birkhoff theorem it equals ¡xf(x) dp(x). Because of (4) it follows thatf(x)=J0 (x) a.e., as required.
4.4. Corollary 1. If T is measure-preserving (the measure p need not be finite) and fis an arbitrary invariantly o-summable function, the sequence {f(Tnx) \ n e Jf} has a.e. a stable finite (C, 1) limit.
Here a sequence f={f(n) | n £ Jr} is said to have a stable (C, 1) limit providing, for every J( c Jf of asymptotic density 0, we have that lim;r!rr2^')|0 = /^«,/^} n-* co n~Y 1 ^m exists (possibly infinite) ; it is then independent of J( (and so, in particular, equals the usual (C, 1) limit). Note that here the denominator n +1 could be replaced by the number of Fs such that Oáf'án and i^Jt" without changing the meaning; in other words, i has a stable (C, 1) limit if and only if it has a (C, 1) limit and continues to have one (necessarily the same) after the deletion of an arbitrary subsequence, of asymptotic density zero, of its terms. Thus every convergent sequence has a stable (C, 1) limit(13).
In proving the corollary, we may as usual assume that / is summable ; also we may assume F incompressible, since if F is purely dissipative it is well known (cf.
[13, p. 241, (2)]) that/(Fnx) -> 0 a.e. as n -^ co. First suppose/(x) > 0 for all xeX.
Then Theorem 3 applies, giving lim^*, 2 {f(0 I 0 = i¿n}/(n+ l)=J0(x), where £(/') =f(T'x). The effect here of omitting the summands for which ieJi is that of replacing the density sequence | by the sequence r¡, where -n(i) = $(i) if / $ Jt, and (13) It is easy to give examples of a sequence with a finite (C, 1) limit which is not stable, and of a sequence with a finite stable (C, 1) limit which is not convergent. The argument which follows shows that every density sequence f which has a (C, 1) limit equal to. /40(f) has a stable (C, 1) limit. n-*oo Î f we have merely/(x)2:0 (xe X), it is easy to construct a positive summable function g; the preceding applies both to/+g and g, and it follows for/by subtraction. Finally, in the general case, we can write/=/+ -/" where/+ and/-are nonnegative summable functions; the assertion of the corollary holds for/+ and /", and hence for/ 4.5. Corollary 2. // F is ergodic, incompressible and measure-preserving (where the measure p is not required to be finite), and iff is a positive measurable function on X, then f is summable if and only if both the following conditions are satisfied:
where Sa = {x \f(x)^a},
(ii) there exists ß>0 such that Je(x)<oo a.e. Further, z/(i) holds, we have (iii) D(a, ß; x)=p(Sa)/p(Sg) a.e., for all a, ßZ 0, (iv) Jß(x)=lJdplp(Sß) a.e. OS^OX").
The first part of this corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3 ; and the special case of (iii) in which a, )S>0 and p(Sß)^0 follows from 4.3(2) (applied to X=Sg= V), since the invariant function D(a, ß; x) must now be constant a.e.
If p(Sß) = 0 (and a, ß > 0), we reason as follows. By deleting the union of at most countably many null sets of the form Sy we can arrange that (for all y^O) Sy is null if and only if it is empty ; and (iii) follows from our conventions about Sn(a, ß) (1.1). To deal with the remaining cases, we observe that if pX< oo, all the reasoning in 4.3 applies for a^O and /3ä0, so we may assume pX=cc. The Birkhoff ergodic theorem applied to x(Sa) then gives D(a, 0; x) = 0 a.e. when <*>0, as required, from which it follows that D(0, ß; x) = co a.e. when ß>0, as required. Finally, the case a=ß = 0 is trivial from the convention oo/co= 1.
The deduction of (iv) from 4.3(3) is similar, but simpler. 4.6. Remarks. Both in Theorem 3 and in Corollary 2, the condition that / be positive could be relaxed (with some trouble) to requiring that/be nonnegative.
If Fis allowed to be compressible in Theorem 3, then (by using 1.3(3)) we find [/c{x | J0(x)<od for some ß>0}; but in general there is no longer equality. Take, for example, Z=real line with Lebesgue measure, Tx = x+ 1, f(x) = l/2n if n^x <n+l, f(x)=l/(n+l) if -«-1 ^x< -n (n = 0, 1,2,..
.). It is easily seen that
Jß(x)<oo for small enough ß = ß(x), but that/is not invariantly a-summable. However, Corollary 2 remains valid to some extent, even if F is compressible. In this case, X must be the union of disjoint atomic sets A{ (i=0, ±1, ±2,...) where TA¡ = Ai + x; and if we restrict/to be (say) 0 on each A¡ with ;<0, the assertion of Corollary 2 then reduces to 1.3(3) . 4 .7. Theorem 4. Write y*(x) = (l/2)w*(x) if this is positive and finite, I otherwise. If (in addition to the standing hypothesis) there exists an invariant measure (possibly infinite, but o-finite and equivalent to m) on X, then for almost all xe X we have IyM(x)<cc.
As in 1.7, we write X-Xx u X2 where these are disjoint invariant sets, T\XX is incompressible and T\X2 is purely dissipative. For xeX2 we have a>*(x) = 0 (1.7(1)) and F(x)<oo, by Theorem 2 (4.2). Thus it is enough to consider T\XX; that is, we may assume that T is incompressible, and hence that m*(x) > 0. Let p be the invariant measure; we put /= dm/dp and apply Theorem 3, noting that /is summable on (X, p). This gives that Jß(x) < oo for some positive ß=ß(x), for almost all x.
We also have wn(x)=f(Tnx)/f(x), from 2.2(1), and therefore Thus, by 1.2(9), we have 7y(x)<oo for every positive y<ß(x)/f(x), and in particular for such a y<cu*(x). By 1.7(3), it follows that 7y(x)<co for every positive y<w*(x), and in particular for y = y*(x).
Of course, in this theorem y*(x) could be replaced by any other positive number which is less than to*(x) when w*(x)>0, and is ^ 1 when cu*(x) = 0.
Remark. From (2) and 4.5(iv) we see that if F is ergodic, incompressible and has an invariant measure p, and if
This might perhaps provide a method for determining g (and hence p) from the functions Iß, ß^O; however, I have been unable to do this, even assuming that an invariant measure exists. The converse of Theorem 4 is proved later by a quite different method. Proof. Let Z be the set of all x e X such that d(0 + , ß; x)<oo for some (and hence all) positive ß < co*(x). We begin by proving (1) Z<= Yx (modulo null sets).
For suppose not. Since Z is invariant (from Theorem D(ii), 1.6), we can restrict attention to Z-Yx; that is, we may assume Z=X, mX>0, and that no nonnull invariant subset of X has a finite invariant measure, and we derive a contradiction. Note that, since co*(x)>0 on Z, F must be incompressible (1.7 (1)).
We apply the same argument as in 4.8, but integrate not over all of X* = Xx Y, but over an arbitrary F*-invariant subset V* of Sf. Then 4.8(3) will be replaced by:
where Vf denotes V* n (Xx (0, ß'1)), and where m* is the product measure on X*. Here the integrand is a decreasing function of a; hence, taking limits as cx->-0+, we obtain (3) m*(V*)= [¡D(0+,ß; (x, y)) dm(x) dy (0 < ß < w*(x)).
The integrand here is (4.7(1)) o*(0 +, ßy; x), and is by hypothesis finite for y ^ 1, at least. Hence, on writing Uk={(x, y) | F(0 +, ß ; (x, y)) ¿ k} (k = 1, 2,... ), and e = minió"1, 1), we have Xx(0, e)<=s* n \Jk Uk; and therefore m*(Sf n Uk) >0 for some k.
The set Uk is invariant (Theorem B(ii), 1.6); thus we may take V* = Sf n Uk in the foregoing, and have (from the choice of k and from (3)) (4) 0<w*(F*)<oo. Let W denote the essential projection of V* on X (that is, W= {x | {y | (x, y) e V*} is not null}); W is invariant under F, and m(W)>0. For all measurable A<^W, define pA = m*(V* n (Ax Y)); then p is an invariant measure on W, finite and equivalent to m (from (4)). But this contradicts our assumption, and (1) is proved.
From (1) it follows that d(0 + , ß; x) = oo (a.e.) on X-Yu if 0<j8<o>*(x). A fortiori (1.2(3)) we have (5) ¿(0, ß;x) = oo = d(0 + ,ß;x) a.e. on X-Yx, for all ß>0.
However, when ß = 0, we observe that, from Theorem 1 (3. There is a finite invariant measure p on Yx, equivalent to m. The usual argument now gives (where now D refers to the function /= dm/dp, and Sy = {x \ f(x) ä y}) that, for each invariant set V, and for all a > 0, J* x(Sa) dp = J D(a, 0; x) dp(x); that is, p(Sa n V) = jv d(af(x), 0 ; x) dp(x) (a > 0). We make a -*■ 0 (using the monotoneity and boundedness of é/), obtaining (&) p(V) = jvd(0+,0;x)dp(x).
The integrand here is always S 1 ; if we put V={x \ d(0 + , 0; x)< 1}, (8) shows that /¿(F) = 0, and (7) follows.
Theorem 1 (3.2) shows that, on Yx, we have oj*(x)>0 and l^d(ß, 0; x)>0 for some (and hence all) ß such that 0<ß<a>*(x). Hence (1.2(1)) 1 ikd(0, ß; x)<oo whenever 0</?<a>*(x). Now (1.2 (2) whenever a, ß > 0, providing that ß < w*(x) where F is incompressible. This can be deduced from 4.5(iii) by the following roundabout route. As in 4.8 we transform the assertion to one about the case in which F is measure-preserving. If (X, m) is a normal measure space, it can be decomposed (essentially as a product) into invariant fibers on each of which Fis both measure-preserving and ergodic (see [10]); we apply 4.5(iii) to each fiber, obtaining the result when X is normal. Finally, in the general case, we set up a "set-isometry" (cf. [8] , [13] ) between a suitable countably generated subfield of measurable sets of X, taken modulo null sets, and the algebra of measurable sets mod null sets of a normal measure space X', and show that this enables the assertion to be transferred from X' to X. It would be desirable to have a direct proof.
(15) Both cases can actually arise, even when T is ergodic.
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Theorem l.IfT is a nonsingular measurable transformation of a measure space (X, m), where mX< oo, then the following statements are mutually equivalent:
(1) X has a o-finite measure p, invariant under T, and equivalent to m.
(2) Iy.lx)(x) < co a.e., where y*(x) = cu*(x)/2 // this is positive and finite, and y*(x) = 1 otherwise.
(3) For some (or, equivalently, all small enough) positive y(x), Iy(X)(x) < oo a.e.
C° dß (4)
•-: = 1 a.e. (or, equivalently, ^0 a.e.).
Jo Iß\X)
We have already seen that (1) implies (2) (Theorem 4, 4.7), and that (2) and (3) are equivalent (as was remarked in 4.7). Also (3) and (4) are equivalent, from 1.3(1). All that remains, then, is to prove that (3) implies (1) . The proof which follows is due to Y. Ito, who greatly simplified my original argument.
We may assume
(1) u)*(x) = oo for all xeX, since the set where this is false is an invariant set on which, by 2.2(3), there is an invariant measure. Also, from (3), 1.2(7) and 1.7(3), we may assume the invariant closure of Ak. We first construct an invariant measure on each Bk, and it will then be easy to combine these measures to give one on X. 5.2. Fixing the positive integer k for the present, we write (1) fk = characteristic function x(Ak), and define (2) <f>k(x) = supnao wn(x)fk(Tnx) (x e X).
Clearly <f>k is measurable and nonnegative, and <f>k(x) = 0 whenever x £ X-Bk. We shall show that The incompressibility of F also shows that, for almost all x e Bk, Tnx e Ak for some positive integer « (in fact, for infinitely many-cf. 4.3(1)), so (4) </>k(x) > 0 for almost all x e Bk. We next show (5) <bk(x) < oo a.e. (This is the only step in the whole argument which really uses the assumption about Ix.)
To prove (5) we need the lemma that, if « is any integer, (6) wn(x) d(con(x), 1 ; x) = /1(x)//1(F"x) a.e.
In fact, 1.6(2) (with ß=l) gives
(by 1.7(3)); and by 1.2(1) this last expression is Ix(x)/(wn(x) d(a>n(x), 1 ; x)), and (6) follows.
Now suppose that (5) is false. We choose and fix a point x, outside the null set implied by (6) , for which <z>fc(x) = oo. By definition of </>k, there exist positive integers nx<n2< ■■ ■ such that coni(x) -> oo and Tn¡(x) e Ak (z'= 1,2,...)-that is, Ix(Tn'x) < k +1. To facilitate printing, we write co"((x) as wu for short. Then (6), applied to »t, gives (7) wid(wi,l;x)> Ix(x)/(k + l).
Since j™ d(a, l;x)da=Ix(x)<<x>, there exists f>0 such that J" d(a, l;x)da < Ix(x)l(2k + 2), and since wt -> oo we can take i so large that wt > 2t. Then h(x) > 2(k+l) For subsets of Zx, we put px(A) = jA o>*(x) dm(x). For A<=Z2, we note that there is a wandering set W<^Z2 (necessarily an atom) such that z2 = ^j{rw\i = o, ±i,...}, and we put p2(A) = number of z"s for which m(A n T'W)^0. For A<=Z3 we define p3(A)=jA <f> dm, where <f> is the function given by 5.3 (applied to Z3). The desired invariant measure p is then of course given by p(A) = px(A n Zx) + p2(A n Z2) +p3(A r\Z3).
5.5 It may also be of interest to compare the foregoing decomposition of X with a less familiar one. We suppose the standing hypothesis fulfilled, but do not assume the existence of an invariant measure. In view of 3.9(6) we can express X as the union of disjoint invariant sets Yx, Y2, Y3, where Yx is the largest invariant subset of X which admits a finite invariant measure(16), Yx u Y2 is the largest invariant subset admitting a a-finite invariant measure, and Y3 is characterized by the fact that no (nonnull) invariant subset of Y3 can admit any cr-finite invariant measure (equivalent to m, of course). In Theorem 1 we have seen that Yx = {x \ I0(x) > 0} (cf. also 3.9(6)). It follows from Theorem 7 that F2={x | l0(x)=0 and /yU)(x) < oo for some y(x)>0}, and that Y3 = {x | 7y(x) = co for all y>0}. Further, from 1.3 (1) we see that the characteristic function of Yx u Y2 is precisely J™ (dß/Ie(x)).
With Zx, Z2, Z3 as before (5.4) we see that Z2C Y2 since F|Z2 is purely dissipative, and (2.2(3)) Zx u Z2<= Yx u Y2; thus Z3= Y3.
From Theorems 1 and 7 we also see that (a.e.) I0(x) > 0 must imply Iy(x) < co for all small enough positive y. This also follows directly from 1.3(4), in view of 3.9(5).
6. Extension and application. 6.1. We have required throughout, in the standing hypothesis, that mX<co. This, of course, involves no essential loss of generality ; but it may be worth while to state explicitly some sample results which follow if the assumption that mX<co is dropped. We have a nonsingular measurable (1-1, onto) transformation F of (X, m), where the measure m is merely required to be cr-finite. A finite equivalent measure is then given by f/oVn where/is any positive summable function. By applying Theorem C (1.6) to this new measure, we find that the sequence {/(Fnx)tun(x) [ n £ Jf} is a.e. a density sequence ; and from Theorems 1 and 7 (3.2, 5.1) we have (inter alia):
(16) As usual, it is understood that we are considering only measurable sets, and disregarding null sets. Theorem 8. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an invariant measure on X, a-finite and equivalent to m, is that for some positive summable function f on X (or, equivalently, for all), and for some positive y = y(x,f) (or, equivalently, for all small enough positive y(17)) the density average of the sequence {f(Tnx)oen(x) | n £ Jf} with respect to y is finite a.e. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a finite invariant measure equivalent to m is that, for some (or, equivalently, every) positive summable function f on X, the density average of the above sequence with respect to 0 is positive a.e.
It is a routine matter to translate the rest of Theorems 1 and 7 to the present more general setting.
6.2. Direct sums. As an application of Theorem 7, we show that (under reasonable conditions) a direct sum of measure spaces will have an invariant measure if and only if the summands have invariant measures. We use the following notation. We write (X, w) = 2 {(Zy, Xy)\ ye(Y, m)} to mean that the measure space (X, m) is the direct sum of measure spaces (Zy, Xy) over a measure space ( Y, m) (see [9, p. 180 ], for example). As always, we assume all these measures to be cr-finite.
We say that a measure space is "strictly generated" by a family sé of its measurable subsets if every measurable set is the union of a null set and a member of the Borel field generated by sé. We call the above direct sum strict if there exists a countable family sé={Ax, A2,...} of measurable subsets of X which strictly generates (X, m) and moreover is such that, for (almost) every y e Y, the family {An n Zy | n £ J^} strictly generates (Zy, A¡/)(18). (ii) Conversely, if each T\Zy admits an invariant measure py (equivalent to Xy), then T admits an invariant measure fi (equivalent to rh). Sketch of proof. It is easy to see that we can alter m and Xy, if necessary, to make them finite (without losing the direct sum property). In the following argument, null sets will be repeatedly discarded from X; it is easy to see that we can (17) Or, equivalently, for y = \ lim sup n-«, f(T"x)w"(x) if this is positive and finite, f(x) otherwise.
(18) An example of a nonstrict direct sum is: X= plane RxR and Y=R, with usual measures; Zy = Rx{y} with Xy an inseparable extension of Lebesgue measure. I take this opportunity of pointing out that, as this example shows, Theorem 5 of [10, p. 156] is incorrect as stated ; the last assertion of that theorem needs modification in general, but becomes correct if the direct sum there is assumed to be strict. make them invariant and to consist of the entire summands Zy for a null set of v's, together with A^-null subsets of the remaining Z"'s. Thus, without losing the hypotheses of Theorem 9, we may assume that the Radon-Nikodym derivative cu of F is everywhere positive and finite, and that co\Zy is A^-measurable and Ay-summable for all yeY.
To prove (i), let A be an arbitrary measurable subset of X; we assert (1) f co(z)x(A ; z) d\y(z) = \y(TA n Z") JZy for almost all yeY. For an easy calculation shows that both sides of (1) have equal integrals over every measurable F<= Y. By discarding countably many null sets, we arrange that (1) holds without exception when A runs over the countable generating system si. Because both sides of (i) are countably additive, it follows that (1) now holds for all A in the Borel field generated by si. Using the fact that the direct sum is strict, we deduce that (1) holds (without exceptions) whenever A is a measurable subset of (Zy, \y). It follows that, if we write Ty = T\Zy, then Ty is a measurable nonsingular transformation of Zy (y e Y), and its Radon-Nikodym derivative is
Oj\Zy.
Now let f= dpi dm, and define the measure /¿" on Zy by r-v(C) = ¡c (f\Zy) d\, for all measurable subsets C of Zy. It is easy to verify that the requirements are satisfied.
In (ii) we have as before (or from the assumptions on Ty) that Ty is measurable and nonsingular; and the previous argument shows that the "<u" for Ty is just w\Zy. It follows that the "a>n" for Ty is wn\Zy, and that the "I" for Ty is Iy\Zy. By Theorem 7 this is finite a.e. for small enough y; hence, again by Theorem 7, F has an invariant measure fi.
